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Permutation symmetry of fullerene isomers of C82 
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A fullerene is a cubic planar graph, all faces of which consist of 5- or 6- cycles. The symmetry of these 

molecules is important with a view to counting their isomers. In this article the permutation symmetry 

group of the isomers of a C82 fullerene is calculated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A fullerene is any molecule composed entirely 

of carbon, in the form of a hollow sphere, 

ellipsoid, or tube. Since their discovery in 1985 

by Kroto et al., the fullerenes have been the 

objects of interest of scientists all over the world 

[1,2]. Symmetry of these macromolecules is 

important in spectroscopy and also in some part 

of nanoscience.  

The molecular symmetry group is first defined 

by Longuet-Higgins [3]. Although there have 

been earlier works that suggested the need for 

such a framework. Bunker and Papoušek [4] 

extended the definition of the molecular 

symmetry group to linear molecules using 

extended molecular symmetry. 

 A graph is a collection of vertices and a 

collection of edges that connect pairs of vertices. It 

may be undirected, meaning that there is no 

distinction between the two vertices associated with 

each edge. Graphs are one of the prime objects of 

study in Discrete Mathematics. Refer to Glossary of 

graph theory for basic definitions in graph theory. 

The symmetry of a graph means the 

automorphism group symmetry and it does not need 

to be isomorphic to the molecular point group 

symmetry. However, it does represent the maximal 

symmetry which the geometrical realization of a 

given topological structure may possess.  

 By symmetry we mean the automorphism group 

symmetry of a graph. Randic [5,6] showed that a 

graph can be depicted in different ways, such that 

its point group symmetry or three-dimensional (3D) 

perception may differ, but the underlying 

connectivity symmetry is still the same, as 

characterized by the automorphism group of the 

graph. 

Balasubramanian [7-9] in some leading papers 

considered the Euclidean matrix of a chemical 

graph to find its symmetry. He proved that for 

computing the symmetry of a molecule, it is 

sufficient to solve the matrix equation  

PtEP = E, 

where E is the Euclidean matrix of the molecule 

under consideration and P varies on the set of all 

permutation matrices with the same dimension as 

E. He computed the Euclidean graphs and 

automorphism group for benzene, eclipsed and 

staggered forms of ethane and eclipsed and 

staggered forms of ferrocene. 

     Ashrafi and his co-workers [10-20] in a series of 

papers applied a computational method for 

computing symmetry of fullerenes. We continue the 

mentioned method to compute the permutation 

symmetry of the isomers of C82 fullerenes. Our 

calculations were done by computer algebra system 

GAP [21]. Here, GAP stands for Groups, 

Algorithms and Programming. The name was 

chosen to reflect the aim of the system, which is a 

group theoretical software for solving 

computational problems in computational group 

theory. This software was constructed by the GAP 

team in Aachen.  

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

     In this section, we first describe a notation 

which will be kept throughout. Suppose X is a 

set. The set of all permutations on X, denoted by 

SX, is a group which is called the symmetric 

group on X. In the case that X = {1, 2,…, n}, we 

denote SX by Sn or Sym(n). Also, for a group G  
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C82 No 7. C82 No 8. C82 No 9. 

Figure 1. The isomers of C82 fullerene. 

 

and a subset A of G, <A> is the subgroup of G 

generated by A. 
     In this section, we apply some GAP programs to 

calculate a generating set for the automorphism 

group of the isomers of the fullerene molecule C82. 

We name these molecules C82[1], C82[2], … and 

C82[9] which are depicted in Figure 1. By some 

calculations, we can see that the symmetry group of 

C82[2], C82[6], C82[7] and C82[8] is a trivial group.  

     The symmetry group of C82[1], C82[3], C82[4] 

and C82[9] is a group of order 2 generated by A1, 

A3, A4 and A9, respectively. Finally, the symmetry 

group of A5 is isomorphic to the symmetric group 

on 3 symbols. The symmetry elements of this group 

are denoted by A5[1], A5[2], A5[3], A5[4] and A5[5]. 

These permutations are calculated by GAP as 

follows. 

Generators of Permutational Isomer Groups of 

C82 Fullerenes 

A1:= 

(1,82)(2,81)(3,80)(4,79)(5,78)(6,77)(7,12)(8,13)(9,

14)(10,57)(11,56)(15,62) 

(16,63)(17,65)(18,64)(19,61)(20,58)(21,59)(22,60)(

23,53)(24,54)(25,55)(26,66)         

(27,67)(28,69)(29,68)(30,49)(31,46)(32,47)(33,48)(

34,43)(35,44)(36,45)(37,42) 

 (38,70)(39,71)(40,73) 

(41,72)(50,74)(51,75)(52,76). 

A3:= 
(1,42)(2,43)(3,44)(4,45)(5,76)(6,75)(7,74)(8,39)(9,

40)(10,38)(11,41)(12,71)         
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(13,67)(14,60)(15,61)(16,59)(17,68)(18,69)(19,70)(

20,37)(21,35)(22,34)(23,36)         

(24,46)(25,49)(26,47)(27,48)(28,55)(29,56)(30,57)(

31,51)(32,50)(33,52)(53,72)         

(54,73)(58,79)(62,82)(63,77)(64,78)(65,80)(66,81). 

A4:= 
(1,11)(2,9)(3,10)(4,8)(5,14)(6,15)(7,16)(17,31)(18,

30)(19,29)(20,50)        

(21,48)(22,49)(23,47)(24,54)(25,55)(26,53)(27,52)(

28,51)(32,35)(36,39)        

(40,57)(41,58)(42,56)(43,59)(44,61)(45,60)(46,64)(

62,67)(63,66)(65,68)        

(69,79)(70,73)(71,78)(72,82)(74,75)(76,81)(77,80). 

A5[1]:= 
(1,13)(2,14)(3,15)(4,12)(5,20)(6,19)(7,21)(10,11)(1

6,82)(17,18)(22,24)             

(26,36)(27,37)(28,35)(29,34)(30,49)(31,47)(32,48)(

33,46)(38,44)(39,45)             

(40,43)(41,42)(50,79)(51,78)(52,77)(53,75)(54,76)(

55,67)(56,72)(57,71)             

(58,70)(59,69)(60,74)(61,73)(62,63)(64,65)(80,81), 

A5[2]:= 
(1,30,39)(2,31,40)(3,32,38)(4,33,41)(5,79,59)(6,78,

61)(7,77,60)(8,27,37)              

(9,28,35)(10,26,34)(11,29,36)(12,42,46)(13,45,49)(

14,43,47)(15,44,48)              

(16,70,55)(17,71,56)(18,72,57)(19,73,51)(20,69,50)

(21,74,52)(22,25,24)              

(53,75,68)(54,76,66)(58,82,67)(62,64,81)(63,80,65) 

A5[3]:= 
(1,39,30)(2,40,31)(3,38,32)(4,41,33)(5,59,79)(6,61,

78)(7,60,77)(8,37,27)              

(9,35,28)(10,34,26)(11,36,29)(12,46,42)(13,49,45)(

14,47,43)(15,48,44)              

(16,55,70)(17,56,71)(18,57,72)(19,51,73)(20,50,69)

(21,52,74)(22,24,25)              

(53,68,75)(54,66,76)(58,67,82)(62,81,64)(63,65,80) 

A5[4]:= 
(1,45)(2,43)(3,44)(4,42)(5,69)(6,73)(7,74)(8,27)(9,

28)(10,29)(11,26)              

(12,33)(13,30)(14,31)(15,32)(16,67)(17,72)(18,71)(

19,78)(20,79)(21,77)              

(24,25)(34,36)(38,48)(39,49)(40,47)(41,46)(50,59)(

51,61)(52,60)(53,68)              

(54,66)(55,58)(56,57)(62,80)(63,64)(65,81)(70,82), 

A5[5]:= 
(1,49)(2,47)(3,48)(4,46)(5,50)(6,51)(7,52)(8,37)(9,

35)(10,36)(11,34)              

(12,41)(13,39)(14,40)(15,38)(16,58)(17,57)(18,56)(

19,61)(20,59)(21,60)              

(22,25)(26,29)(30,45)(31,43)(32,44)(33,42)(55,82)(

62,65)(63,81)(64,80)              

(66,76)(67,70)(68,75)(69,79)(71,72)(73,78)(74,77) 

A9 := 

(2,15)(4,13)(5,17)(6,16)(7,19)(8,18)(9,28)(10,29)(1

1,27)(12,48)(14,47)(20,23)         

(21,22)(24,53)(25,51)(26,54)(30,52)(31,49)(32,50)(

33,45)(34,46)(35,44)(36,64)         

(37,63)(38,56)(39,57)(40,55)(41,82)(42,81)(43,80)(

58,61)(62,75)(65,73)(66,74)         

(67,70)(71,76)(72,79)(77,78). 

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The GAP SYSTEM is a useful software for 

research and education in chemistry. In this 

article, this package is applied to compute the 

symmetry of C82 fullerenes. There are several 

examples showing that the symmetry group of a 

molecule critically depends to the accuracy in 

computing the Cartesian coordinates of atoms in 

the molecule under consideration. 
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(Резюме) 

Фулеренът е кубичен планарен граф, на който всички страни се състоят от 5 или 6 пръстена. 

Симетрията на тези молекули е важна с оглед броя на нейните изомери. В настоящата работа е определена 

пермутационната симетрия на изомерите на фулкерен C82. 
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